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Cross sections for 11–14-eV e-H2 resonant collisions: Vibrational excitation
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Resonant vibrational excitation !RVE" cross sections have been calculated for the electron-H2 molecule
collisions in the energy range 11–14 eV involving the 2!g

+ excited electronic state of the molecular hydrogen
ion H2

−. This state, whose threshold is located around 14 eV, gives rise to the so-called series a of the observed
peaks in electron-impact differential cross-section measurements. The calculations have been performed within
the local complex potential approximation by using the available theoretical potential energy and width for the
2!g

+ resonant state. The cross sections for all vi=0→v f =1–14 RVE transitions have been calculated. A
satisfactory agreement of calculated cross sections with the available experimental data is obtained.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.77.012714 PACS number!s": 34.80.Ht, 34.50."s

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-impact resonant collision processes involving H2
molecules play a decisive role in some technological appli-
cation of hydrogen plasmas #1$. Extensive cross-section cal-
culations and measurements have been performed in the past
decades for the processes of dissociative electron attachment
!DEA" and resonant vibrational excitations !RVE" occurring
through the formation of the intermediate negative H2

− ion in
its ground 2!u

+ state and the lowest 2!g
+ state. These two

states give rise to the well-known 3.75 and 10 eV resonance
peaks in the measured DEA cross sections #2$. The underly-
ing mechanisms for these processes have been well-
understood and the experimental data have been successfully
reproduced by various theoretical models #3,4$.

Quite different is the situation with the so-called 14 eV
peak observed in the early DEA experiments of Shulz #5$
and Rapp et al. #6$. The origin of this peak was initially
attributed to an asymptotic Rydberg state #6$ correlating with
the H!n=2"+H−!1s2" reaction channel, having a threshold at
13.92 eV #7$. The existence of resonant states in the energy
region between 11 and 15 eV has been experimentally ob-
served by many authors #8,9$ and conclusively confirmed by
Comer and Read #10$ and Joyez et al. #11$, who performed
energy loss measurements on H2 and D2 molecules, measur-
ing the electron-impact RVE differential cross sections. They
detected a manifold of resonance states, classified as series
a–d. From the measured angular distributions they were able
to identify the molecular symmetry of these states, while
from the scattering data they were able to extract the corre-
sponding potential curves and estimates of the resonance
widths. The a series shows the most prominent peaks and is
generated by the excited 2!g

+ state of H2
−. This state could

also be responsible for the main peak at 14 eV in the experi-

mental DEA cross sections. This aspect will be discussed in
a future publication devoted to the dissociative attachment
process #12$. We will focus here our attention on the vibra-
tional excitation produced by the autodetachment of H2

−, in
the second excited 2!g

+ resonant state, to the ground state of
the H2 molecule.

Calculations of potentials energies of H2
− resonant states

have been performed in the past at different levels of ap-
proximation #13$. In particular, an extensive study has been
done by Stibbe and Tennyson !ST" #14–17$, who have used
the R-matrix method to calculate the potential curves and
widths for a number of resonant states as a function of the
internuclear separation, R. The existence of the excited 2!g

+

symmetry state of H2
− has been confirmed and the vibra-

tional eigenvalues for this state have been calculated #17$, in
excellent agreement with the experimental values of Comer
and Read #10$.

The availability of this information on the excited reso-
nant states of H2

− opens the possibility for a theoretical study
of the dynamics of RVE and DEA processes involving Ryd-
berg states. At the same time, the calculated cross sections
for these processes may be valuable in the modeling and
diagnostics of low-temperature hydrogen plasmas #1,18$. In
this paper we present a complete set of electron-impact dif-
ferential cross sections for the resonant vibrational excita-
tions of H2, via the 2!g

+ resonant state, in the collision energy
range 11–14 eV where this process is effective.

In Sec. II we shall give a brief account of the electron-
molecule resonant collision theory, while the computational
details and results are presented in Secs. III and IV, respec-
tively. In Sec. V we give our conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

In briefly describing the electron-molecule resonant colli-
sion theory, and in particular its local complex-potential
!LCP" approximation used in the present work, we shall fol-
low the Refs. #19–21$, to which the reader is referred to for
more details.
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Let us denote by #d!q ,R"%$d!q ;R"%!R" the wave func-
tion for the discrete state of the H2

− ion expressed, in the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, as a product of the anti-
symmetric discrete electronic wave function $d, depending
parametrically on the internuclear distance R, and the corre-
sponding nuclear part %!R". Here q collectively denotes the
position coordinates of the N+1 electrons. The discrete states
can overlap with the continuum spectrum of the H2+e sys-
tem, described by wave functions of the form #&!q ,R"
%'&!q ;R"(vJ!R", where & is the projectile energy and
v and J are the rovibrational quantum numbers of the target
molecule. The complete wave function can then be expressed
in terms of configuration interaction as #22$

) = #d!q,R" + &
v,J
'

0

*

d&fv,J!&"#&!q,R" , !1"

where fv,J!&" are the expansion coefficients and the sum runs
over all the accessible rovibrational states, including the con-
tinuum. The function '&!q ;R" fulfills the outgoing wave
boundary conditions except in the incident channel. The
Schrødinger equation for the whole system is thus

H) = #TN + Hel!q,R"$) = E) , !2"

where TN is the nuclear kinetic energy operator and E is the
total energy. The electronic Hamiltonian is defined as

Hel!q,R" = Hel
t + Te + Vet!q" , !3"

where Hel
t is the target electronic Hamiltonian, Te and Vet are,

respectively, the projectile kinetic energy operator and the
interaction potential with the target electrons. Inserting Eq.
!1" in the Schrødinger equation a nonlocal integrodifferential
equation is obtained for the nuclear wave function %!R",

#TN!R" + V−!R" − E$%!R" = − V!&i,R"(vi,Ji
!R"

−' dR!K!R,R!"%!R!" , !4"

where V−!R" is the H2
− discrete state potential energy, and &i

is the incident electron energy. The kernel of the integral on
the right-hand side is given by

K!R,R!" = &
v,J

(v,J
! !R!"(v,J!R"(+!R!,R,E − Ev,J"

−
i

2
,!R!,R,E − Ev,J") , !5"

where Ev,J is the target rovibrational eigenvalue and the level
shift + and the level width , have the nonlocal form

+!R,R!,&" = P'
0

*

d&!
V!!&!,R!"V!&!,R"

& − &!
!6"

and

,!R!,R,&" = 2-V!!&,R!"V!&,R" , !7"

where P indicates the integral principal value. Both these
quantities are defined in terms of interaction matrix element
V!& ,R" between the discrete state and the continuum states,

V!&,R" =' dq$d
!!q;R"Hel!q,R"'&!q;R" . !8"

In order to separate out the radial and the angular parts, we
now write the two nuclear wave functions as

%!R" = &
Jr,mr

%Jr,mr
!R"

R
YJr,mr

!R̂" !9"

and

(v,J!R" = &
m

(v,J!R"
R

YJ,m!R̂" , !10"

which, once inserted in Eq. !4", lead, after angular integra-
tion, to the radial equation

(− .2

2M

d2

dR2 +
.2J!J + 1"

2MR2 + V−!R" − E)%i!R"

= − V!&i,R"(viJ
!R" − '

0

*

dR!KJ!R,R!"%i!R!" , !11"

where we have written J for Ji and m for mi !no rotational
transitions" and set %Jimi

=%i. M is the reduced mass of the
nuclei. The kernel KJ!R ,R!" is still given by Eq. !5", where
the vibrational wave functions (v,J!R" are now formally re-
placed by their radial part (v,J!R", and the sum is extended
only over the vibrational quantum number v. It is customary
to factorize the matrix elements as

V!&,R" = f!&"F!R" !12"

so that the radial Eq. !11" can be written as

(− .2

2M

d2

dR2 +
.2J!J + 1"

2MR2 + V−!R" − E)%i!R"

= − f!&i"F!R"(viJ
!R"

−&
v

cvJF!R"(vJ!R"'
0

*

dR!(vJ
! !R!"F!!R!"%i!R!" ,

!13"

where the quantity cvJ is a function of &vJ=E−EvJ defined by

cvJ = P'
0

*

d&
*f!&"*2

&vJ − &
− i-*f!&vJ"*2. !14"

The solution of Eq. !13" can be obtained by using the
Green’s function technique. Transforming the radial equation
in integral form, and denoting the Green’s function by
G!R ,R!", we get

%i!R" = '
0

*

dR!G!R,R!"F!R!"

/(− f!&i"(viJ
!R!" −&

v
cvJDv(vJ!R!") . !15"

The integrals Dv are given by
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Dv = '
0

*

dR(vJ
! !R"F!!R"%i!R" . !16"

The Dv can be calculated by solving the matrix equation
obtained by substituting, for %i, from Eq. !15" into Eq. !16"

&
v!

Gvv!Dv! = sv, !17"

where the coefficients Gvv! and the inhomogeneous term sv
are given by

Gvv! = cv!J'
0

*

dR'
0

*

dR!(vJ
! !R"F!!R"G!R,R!"F!R!"(v!J!R!"

+ 0vv!, !18"

sv = − f!&i"'
0

*

dR'
0

*

dR!(vJ
! !R"F!!R"G!R,R!"F!R!"(viJ

!R!" .

!19"

Once Dv are obtained, %i!R" can be finally found from Eq.
!15".

The local form of the resonance model can be derived by
imposing that the quantity cvJ be independent of v and then
using the completeness relation for the vibrational wave
functions. This can be accomplished by replacing &vJ=E
−Ev,J either by the incident electron energy &i=E−Evi,J

or,
alternatively, by the local energy V−!R"−V0!R" which classi-
cally represents the kinetic energy of the incident electron
captured or ejected at the internuclear distance R #19,23$. If,
however, the interaction matrix elements are independent of
& and only known as a function of R, f!&" in Eq. !12" reduces
to the unity. This is a reasonable assumption since f!&" goes
to zero both for & approaching zero !Wigner threshold law"
and for & approaching to infinity, and f!&" is finite only for a
small interval of energy centered around the singularity &vJ.
Furthermore, if the local level shift, +!R", corresponding to
the principal value integral of Eq. !14", is included in V−!R",
then this last equation becomes simply

cvJ = − i- . !20"

Once the resonant nuclear wave function is obtained, the
cross section can be calculated in a straightforward manner.
It can be shown #24,25$ that the RVE differential cross sec-
tion, averaged over the molecular orientations, can be factor-
ized as a product of the total cross section 1vivf

res !E" and an
angular part gl̄!2" depending on the scattering angle 2, i.e.,

+d1res

d3
,

vi→vf

= 1vivf

res !E"gl̄!2" . !21"

The explicit form of gl̄!2" will be given in the next section.
We should mention here that in the usual treatment of the
partial wave expansion of the differential cross section, only
the dominant term l̄ is retained. The total resonant cross sec-
tion can then be expressed in terms of the T-matrix element
as #20$

1vivf

res !E" =
kf

ki
' d3*Ti→f

res *2

=
4m2-3

.4

kf

ki
-' dR(vf,J

! !R"V
l̄
!!kf,R"%i!R"-2

,

!22"

where kf is the momentum of the ejected electron and the
momentum normalized matrix element Vl̄!kf ,R" is defined as

Vl̄!kf,R" = + .2

mkf
,1/2

Vl̄!& f,R" , !23"

where Vl̄!& f ,R" is the l̄th term in the partial wave expansion
of Eq. !8".

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The present calculations have been carried out using the
local complex potential !LCP" model. In this approximation
Eq. !13", together with Eq. !20", reduces to the simpler ana-
lytical form

(− .2

2M

d2

dR2 +
.2J!J + 1"

2MR2 + V−!R" + i
-

2
,!R" − E)%i!R"

= − F!R"(viJ
!R" . !24"

However, from a numerical point of view, we have resolved
the more general Eq. !13" by using the Green’s function tech-
nique outlined above #19$ with J=0. In this last equation the
quantity F!R" has been expressed, from Eqs. !7" and !12", as

*V!&,R"*2 = *f!&"F!R"*2 = *F!R"*2 =
1

2-
,!R" , !25"

where, as mentioned previously, V!& ,R" is taken to be inde-
pendent of & #f!&"=1$. ,!R" has been linearly interpolated
from the data of Ref. #15$, where it is reported in the range of
internuclear distances 1.14R44.0 a.u. only. Outside this
range, ,!R" has been obtained by linear extrapolation of the
first two available points for R51.1 a.u., while for R
64.0 a.u. the following Gaussian-like expression has been
used #26$:

,!R" = 1.1639e−0.48176!R − 1.9"2
, !26"

where the numerical coefficients have been obtained by fit-
ting the last three ,!R" values calculated by ST #15$. How-
ever, alternative functions have been tested for ,!R" outside
the calculated interval and the final RVE cross sections have
been found practically insensitive to the different extrapola-
tions. In this context, in order to get a quantitative idea about
the dependence of the cross sections on the variation of the
level width, we have recalculated the cross sections by in-
creasing ,!R" in Eq. !26" by 10%. No significant change in
the value of the cross section has been observed. For v=1,
for instance, the peak value of the recalculated differential
cross sections has been found to be 5.87633/10−19 cm2 /sr,
to be compared with 5.87626/10−19 cm2 /sr of the correct
value. Both the peaks occur at the same incident energy of
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11.29 eV. A similar situation was found also for excitation of
higher vibrational levels. For v=10, for example, the abso-
lute maximum of the recalculated cross sections reaches the
value of 0.065169/10−19 cm2 /sr, which is only 0.035%
lower than the original value of 0.065192/10−19 cm2 /sr.
Variations of similar amounts in the values of cross sections
have been obtained for v=1 and 10 by varying ,!R" by the
same amount, namely 10%, in the region R51.1 a.u. The
observed very weak dependence of the cross sections on
,!R" is due to the fact that the vibrational wave functions,
for both the neutral and the resonant states, vanish rapidly in
the asymptotic region. A similar quantitative analysis has
been performed also by varying the resonant state potential
energy in the extreme regions of internuclear distances !see
the discussion later".

A somewhat more noticeable variation in the cross sec-
tions has been observed, however, by increasing ,!R" by
10% in the whole interval of internuclear distances in our
calculations #0.45R!a.u."520$. For both v=1 and v=10
!see Sec. IV" a decrease has been observed in the main peaks
for these transitions of 12% and 16%, respectively. On the
other hand, the positions of the peaks and the general shapes
of the cross sections, as a function of the incident energy,
remain unchanged. We may summarize these results by con-
cluding that the cross sections are practically insensitive to
,!R" outside the Franck-Condon region for a given level,
while, inside the region, small changes in the width do not
strongly affect the differential cross sections which suffer
only slight variations, remaining, however, still within the
experimental uncertainties. This insensitivity suggests that
all the RVE cross sections presented here would not be sig-
nificantly altered by small variations in various resonance
parameters. In particular, any error in the resonance width of
Ref. #15$, arising from the neglect of multichannel electronic
coupling, would not lead to RVE cross sections which are
noticeably different from the ones reported here. This is also
understandable since, for electron energies in the range
11–14 eV, the majority of the scattering channels are open
for molecular hydrogen and the effect of closed channels is
quite minimal.

V!&i ,R" has been obtained from the partial widths ,X!R"
of Ref. #15$. This quantity describes the formation of the
resonant state by capture of the incident electron by the
ground X 1!g

+ electronic state of the neutral H2 molecule.
The matrix elements have been expressed as V!&i ,R"
= #,X!R" /2-$1/2. Outside the calculated range we used two
different extrapolations. For R51.1 a.u. we adopted the
Wigner’s threshold law form for ,X!R",

,X!R" = C(2m
V−!R" − V0!R"

.2 ) l̄+1/2
, !27"

where C has been determined by normalizing ,X!R" to the
value calculated in Ref. #15$, namely, ,X!R=1.1 a.u.". The

orbital quantum number l̄ has been set equal to 2 according
to the d-wave nature of the resonance !see below". On the
other side of the interval, we exploited the fact that, for large
R, ,X!R" is a constant fraction of the total width, as seen in

the data of ST. We have then assumed, for R64.0 a.u.,
,X!R"=,!R"/0.046, where 0.046 is the branching ratio for
R73.8 a.u. #27$. V0!R" is the potential curve for the neutral
ground electronic state of H2 taken from Ref. #28$. Figure 1
shows the total width ,!R" and the partial widths ,X!R" as a
function of the internuclear separation. The extrapolated
parts are indicated by the dashed lines, while the circles,
connected by full lines, indicate the calculated points #15$.

The potential energies V−!R" for the 2!g
+ resonant state of

the H2
− molecular ion have been calculated by ST #15$, again

in the range 1.14R44.0 a.u., using the R-matrix method.
The theoretical curve reproduces quite well the correspond-
ing potential energy function determined from experimental
cross sections for the series a resonance #10,11$. The good
agreement is also confirmed by the calculated vibrational
eigenvalues which successfully compare with the vibrational
energies obtained by other investigators #15,17$. In this con-
text, it must be mentioned that Stibbe and Tennyson made a
correction on their calculated vibrational energies of
+0.08 eV, in order to take into account the inaccuracies in
the parent state energies #15,17$. This correction is not
implemented in the resonance positions !see page 821 and
Table 18 in Ref. #15$" which are reported with respect to the
ground electronic state energies of Table 2 of their paper. In
the present work, in order to determine correctly the absolute
positions of the resonance, we added to the resonant ener-
gies, for each bond length, the ground state energies as cal-
culated by ST #15$, and the above correction of +0.08 eV.
The resulting potential has been checked by calculating the
vibrational energy eigenvalues, EvrJr

, of the resonant state,
which were found in complete agreement with those of Ref.
#15$.

In the present work we used a cubic spline to interpolate
the known potential energy data. Outside the calculated in-
terval the following analytical expressions have been
adopted to extend the potential function:
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Total ,tot!R" and partial ,X!R" widths as
a function of the internuclear distance R. Circles: calculated points
#15$ and dashed lines: extrapolated curves.
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V−!R 5 1.1 a.u." = 71.34 − 123.55R + 97.253R2 − 34.85R3

+ 4.7942R4, !28"

V−!R 6 4.0 a.u." = 13.9221 −
1794.3

R6 +
2196.9

R8

+
2.7186 / 105

R10 − 1052.8e−1.9143R, !29"

where the energies, in eV, are referred to the v=0 ground
electronic state of a hydrogen molecule. The first function
has been obtained by using a fourth-degree polynomial to
interpolate the calculated data for R51.9 a.u., while for R
64.0 a.u. we used a typical extrapolation constraining the
function to the asymptotic energy of 13.9221 eV, correspond-
ing to the atomic system H!2s"+H−!1s2" #7$. In order to
assess the sensitivity of the cross sections to the resonant
potential curve in the far regions of the internuclear dis-
tances, where we have used the above extrapolations based
on arbitrary functional forms, we have numerically studied
the variation of cross sections by slightly altering the poten-
tial energy curves. We have then recalculated the cross sec-
tions for v=1 and v=10 after increasing the potential energy
in Eq. !29" by 10%, just by changing the asymptotic constant
from the value of 13.9221 to 15.3143. Comparing the ob-
tained cross sections with those computed without any
change in the potential energy curve, we found, for v=1, that
the main peak value remained unchanged in the first five
digits and no variations have been detected in its position,
while for v=10 a reduction of the peak value of only 1.4%
has been observed. A similar stability is shown by the v=1
cross sections recalculated after altering Eq. !28" by +10%,
and for v=10 the reduction, around 0.39%, was even smaller
than in the preceding case. In conclusion, the previous analy-
sis, while showing that the choice of the extrapolation in the
asymptotic regions of bond length is not crucial, confirms, at

the same time, the weak dependence of the cross sections on
the scattering parameters already discussed in this section.

Figure 2 shows the final potential energy curve of the
resonant state as a function of R, along with the target
ground state energy V0!R". The angular factor gl̄!2" in Eq.
!21" can be written as #24,25$

gl̄!2" =
1

4-
&
L=0

2l̄

ALPL!cos 2" , !30"

where PL is the Lth order Legendre polynomial, depending
on the scattering angle 2, and AL is given by
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FIG. 2. !Color online" Potential energies curves as a function of
the internuclear distance, R. Lower curve: neutral molecule ground
electronic state. Upper curve: anion excited resonant state.
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AL = !2l̄ + 1"2!2L + 1" &
m,m!

+ l̄ l̄ L

− m m! m! − m
,2

/+ l̄ l̄ L

0 0 0
,2

, !31"

where the parentheses denote the usual 3-j symbols. The
values of m and m! are determined by the symmetry of the
resonant state. The angular factor gl̄!2" is derived under the
hypothesis that only one partial wave, selected by the nature
of the resonant state, contributes to the resonant scattering.

This assumption can be particularly appropriate for resonant
Rydberg states, since, in this case, the molecular orbital
where the incident electron is accommodated in the captur-
ing process can show, to some extent, a pronounced atomic
character, so that a single spherical harmonic can be suffi-
cient to describe the angular part #29$. Therefore, according
to the analysis of rotational excitations by electron impact of
Joyez et al. #11$, which established the 2!g

+ symmetry for the
series a resonance and estimated that the d wave gives the
largest contribution to the scattering, we have assumed for
the quantum numbers in Eqs. !30" and !31" the values l̄=2
and m=m!=0. The final expression for g2!2" can then be
written explicitly as
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FIG. 4. !Color online" Same as Fig. 3 for v f =4, 5, and 6.
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FIG. 5. !Color online" Same as Fig. 3 for v f =7, 8, and 9.
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4-g2!2" =
15
14

!1 − 2 cos2 2 + 3 cos4 2" . !32"

The behavior of g2 as a function of scattering angle is shown
in Fig. 9.

IV. RESULTS

RVE differential cross sections have been calculated for
the processes

H2!X 1!g
+,vi = 0" + e → H2

−!!2!g
+"

→ H2!X 1!g
+,v f = 1 – 14" + e !33"

starting from vi=0 and ending on the excited vibrational lev-
els v f of the hydrogen molecule in the ground electronic
state. In Figs. 3–5 a comparison between the experimental
differential cross sections from Ref. #10$, measured at the
scattering angle of 85° for the exit channels v f =1–9, and the
present results is shown. The theoretical cross sections have
been convoluted at the experimental resolution energy of 40
meV. In Fig. 3 it is evident that the background cross section
due to the direct vibrational excitation, which is not consid-
ered in the present calculations, becomes rapidly negligible
as v f increases. For v f =3 #Fig. 3!c"$ it is remarkably re-
duced. In this case the theoretical cross sections exceed the
experimental value at the main peak by a factor of about 1.2.
This discrepancy is also present for v f =4 in Fig. 4!a" and
reduces for higher v f, while for v f =8 #Fig. 5!b"$ the situation
is reversed. The experimental cross sections, however, are
correct to within about 20%, as reported by Comer and Read
#10$. A further source of error comes from the fact that the
experimental cross sections, shown in the figures, have been
scanned from Fig. 3 of Ref. #10$. The spread of the data in
fact made the acquisition of the points difficult, due to the
overlap of many runs as explained by the authors. For v f
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FIG. 6. !Color online" Same as Fig. 3 for v f =10, 11, and 12.
Only the theoretical cross section is shown !see text".
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=10 and 11, for example, we judged that the scanned values
were meaningless and we omitted them in Figs. 6!a" and
6!b". In Figs. 6!c" and 7 finally, are shown the cross sections
for v f =12–14. For v f 611 no experimental data are avail-
able.

The positions of the peaks in the cross sections are gen-
erally well-reproduced in all the figures. Some small differ-
ences are present for v f =8 or 9, which, however, do not
exceed the limit of the instrumental resolution. The well-
separated and narrow peaks in Figs. 3, 4!a", and 4!b" !v f
=1–5" imply the validity of the compound-molecule limit
!,".8". On the other hand, for the higher vibrational levels
the enlargement and the overlap of the peaks, present in both
the theoretical and experimental cross sections, can be inter-
preted as a sort of shift toward the impulse limit, probably
due to the increase of the width ,!R" in the extreme regions
of the internuclear distances, where the high-level vibrational
wave functions reach their maximum, and to a simultaneous
reduction of the eigenvalue spacing #30,31$.

In order to check the angular behavior of vibrational ex-
citation, we also calculated the cross sections at different
scattering angles of 10°, 70°, 100°, and 120° for the exit
channel v f =3, for which measurements have been performed

by Weingartshofer et al. #9$. Figures 8!a"–8!d" show the the-
oretical cross sections as a function of the energy. In order to
facilitate a quick comparison of differential cross sections,
all four frames in Fig. 8 are drawn with the same scale. Since
in the present formulation the cross section is factorized in
terms of an energy-dependent term and the angular factor
gl̄!2" #Eq. !21"$, the shape of the differential cross sections
remains unchanged for different angles. However, only the
absolute peak values of the cross sections are affected by the
angular factor, while their relative ratio remains constant.
This is not in agreement with the experimental cross sections
of Ref. #9$ that show a progressive enhancement of the first
maximum which becomes the main peak as the scattering
angle approaches 120°. This behavior is attributed by the
authors to interference of the resonant scattering with the
direct scattering which, although small, is actually not neg-
ligible for v f =3 #see also Fig. 3!c"$. A comparison between
the measured cross sections #9$ and the present calculations,
for the vi=0→v f =3 transition, as a function of the scattering
angle, is shown in Fig. 9 for a fixed energy of 11.60 eV. The
agreement is particularly satisfactory for large scattering
angles, while some discrepancy arises at 10°, probably due to
interference effects, which, however, does not exceed a fac-
tor of 1.5. In the same figure is shown also the angular factor,
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g2!2" of Eq. !32", normalized to the first calculated point,
which, at least for large angles, closely follows the experi-
mental data.

The Feshbach nature of the resonant state is the basis for
the good performance of the LCP model in reproducing the
experimental cross sections. The long-lived resonances, in
fact, are caused by a weak coupling between the discrete and
continuum interaction which, through the coupling matrix
element V!& ,R", determines a small width which is expected
to have a weak dependence on the electron energy. A second
aspect is represented by the large separation between the
potential energy curves of the target molecule and of the
resonant state !Fig. 2", which prevents the scattering process

from threshold effects and, due to the large incident energies
!&i7EvrJr

−EviJ
" involved in the collision, allows one to con-

sider the vibrational channels as degenerate !EvJ%EviJ
". All

these circumstances meet the main assumptions of the LCP
model. The transition from the nonlocal complex potential
model to the local one, in fact, can be implemented by the
substitution of the final electron energy & f =E−EvJ with the
incident energy &i, which is valid for large kinetics energies
and comparably small vibrational spacing of the target mol-
ecule. This assumption, however, retains some dependence
of the coupling matrix elements on the incident energy. The
complete suppression of this dependence in the present cal-
culations, coming from the fact that the width is available as
a function of the bond length only, is less trivial and is jus-
tified a posteriori by the good agreement between theory and
experiment.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the electron-impact RVE cross sec-
tions associated with the excited 2!g

+ resonant Rydberg state
of the hydrogen molecule. The real and the imaginary parts
of the potential energy of the discrete anion state were taken
from ab initio calculations reported in the literature #15$ and
appropriately extrapolated. A complete set of vi=0→v f !v f
=1–14" RVE cross sections has been calculated in the inci-
dent electron energy range of 11–14 eV. The calculations
have been performed in the frame of the local complex po-
tential approximation and a satisfactory agreement with the
available experimental cross sections is obtained. The ob-
served agreement can be interpreted as due to the favorable
peculiarities of the scattering system that satisfy the main
assumptions of the LCP model and, thus, allow for a realistic
description of the collision process without the introduction
of any empirical or adjustable parameters.
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